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Abstract: The artistic conception is an important issue to be studied in Chinese aesthetics. The artistic conception is alsothe core and foundation of the aesthetics of Chinese classical poetry. In poetry, the artistic conception is mainly expressed through the choice of imagery, the arrangement of the rhythm and the use of the
rhetoric. In order to translate the Chinese classical poetry well, translators must have a deep understanding of
the aesthetic features of the Chinese poetry and grasp the aesthetic characteristics of Chinese-English poetry
translation.
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tion of the objective category- jing ( perceived setting/
experienced world) and the subjective category- yi (the
expressed thoughts and feelings).
The lyrical works can reify the imagery system of qing
jing jiao rong (the feeling and setting happily blended)
and xu shi xiang sheng (the mutualism of blankness
and fullness; xu -blankness, false complement; shi fullness, true complement) and they can induce and open
up the space of the aesthetic imagination. It shows the
artistic conception of the advanced forms for literary image.The artistic conception must reflect the whole and its
basic structure is xu shi xiang sheng . Just because there
is Shi , Xu can be manifested and it has its support.
Just because there is Xu , Shi has the space for
breathing. If there is no Xu , there will be no formation
of Shi , and if the full is Shi , then the existence of
Xu cannot be displayed. The artistic conception is a
seamless artistic realm created by the poet s subjective
sentiment and objective scenery.

1. Introduction
Poetry culture has a long history in the hot soil of China.
Short words with endless meanings is the important quality of a good poem. The artistic conception is the most
common and favorite used expression for the concept of
the Chinese aesthetic spirits, and it can represent the national aesthetic spirit and aesthetic pursuit.Poetry with
profound meanings and artistic information must have
the fascinating power of seeing a big field of view from a
small point, so as to truly touch people s hearts and resonate. As an important carrier to understand the history of
Chinese history and the spread of the Chinese poetry
culture, it is particularly important to know the artistic
conception and rich connotation of the Chinese poetry. A
good translation of the Chinese poetry should also convey the artisticconception that the original poetry may
contain with corresponding words.

2. The Aesthetic Connotation of the Artistic
Conception

2.2. The development of the artistic conception
To a certain extent, the theoretical interpretation about
Chinese classical aesthetics of the modern Chinese estheticians is mainly achieved through the interpretation or
explanation of the artistic conception . From a logical
point of view and a historical perspective, the artistic
conception plays an important role in the classical Chinese aesthetics system, and the development of the artistic conception constitutes an important clue to the history
of Chinese aesthetics.
In ancient times, the artistic conception is originally a
poetic category and then expands into a literary category.The Pre-Qin period is the philosophical foundation
period of the artistic conception. In ancient China, the
Tao in Laozi s theory provides a philosophical starting
point for the artistic conception. The Tang Dynasty Pe-

The category of the artistic conception originates from
poetics, infiltrates into the theory of literature and art
later, and in modern times it is developed into an aesthetic category in China. The artistic conceptionis generally
regarded as the unique aesthetic category of the Chinese
nation. And it is the aesthetic category that can represent
the national aesthetic spirit and aesthetic pursuit.
2.1. The origin and theory of the artistic conception
The artistic conception is the embodiment of the philosophy tian ren he yi (the theory that man is an integral
part of the nature) in Chinese philosophy. It is an imagery
system composed of several images. The artistic conception refers to the artistic realm depicted in the literary and
artistic works the artistic realm formed by the integra33
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imaginary space induced by shi . In poetry, the artistic
riod is the birth of the artistic conception,and the main
connotation of the artistic conception is basically estabconception conveyed by the imagery is xu . In a poem,
lished in the Tang Dynasty. The Song Dynasty Period is
if the poet points out all the meaning he wants to convey,
the consolidation period of the artistic conception. In the
leaving no space for imagination, then the poem will be
Song Dynasty, the theory of the artistic conception entasteless like chewing a candle, which is so straightfortered the other literary as well as the artistic categories
ward and has no lingering charm.
from poetic theory. The Ming and Qing Dynasties is the
Liu Yuxi, the poet of the Tang Dynasty, put forward the
completion period of the artistic conception. In the Ming
idea that jing sheng xiang wai ( jing coming from the
and Qing Dynasties, the concept of the artistic conception
exterior of xiang ). In the usage here, jing can be unenters more art categories such as gardens and novels.
derstood as the artistic conception, xiang can be unIn modern times, the artistic conception is an aesthetic
derstood as the imagery, and jing sheng xiang wai recategory in China. Among the researchers, Wang Guoveals the dialectical relationship between the artistic conwei influences the study of the artistic conception in
ception and the imagery. The artistic conception and immodern times. In the construction of modern aesthetics
agery cannot be equated, but the association caused by
and the introduction of Western aesthetics, Zhu Guathe imagery is the origin of the artistic conception. In
ngqian s contribution is still unmatched, and he confirms
other words, the basis of the artistic conception depends
on the imagery. This is the truth that without xiang (the
that Wang Guowei uses the artistic conception as the
cornerstone of the research point, and their theories have
imagery), there is no way to appear jing (the artistic
the same starting point. Zong Baihua has been studying
conception) , and the artistic conception is the sublimathe artistic conception throughout the whole process of
tion of the imagery.
his aesthetic researchand he believes that the study and
3.2. The unity and the unification
exploration of the structure of the artistic conception can
make us see the magnificence and exquisiteness of the
The aesthetic characteristics of the artistic conception
Chinese mind. Ye Lang s research has made the artistic
should also include the unity of zhu and ke (the subconception theory clear and systematic.
ject and object). In the empathy activities, the boundary
The artistic conception of art has its depth, height and
between the subject and the object is no longer distinct.
breadth. After Wang Guowei s interpretation and reEmotions, thoughts, feelings, wills, and other contents
search on the artistic conception, more than a century has
from the subject can be moved into the object. Some feapassed, and several generations of poetic theory critics
tures of the object can also be transferred to the subject.
have made continuous efforts to the artistic conception
Only by emptying the distracting thoughts in the heart,
topic in China. During this period, the context of ideolothe creator s heart has enough space to accommodate the
gy and culture has indeed turned a corner, and the theoworld of jing ; only by calming down and observing
retical connotation of the artistic conception has thus
carefully, the creators can understand that the world of
been marked with different time brands.
jing is in the mirror, bright and clean, and each has its
own place, presenting their respective fulfilling, inner
3. The Aesthetic Qualities of the Artistic
and free life, and they are comfortable in the quiet obserConception
vation. Then , the creators can achieve the unity of the
subject and the object.
The artistic conception is not only the connection of imYin xiao jian da (recognizing the whole through obseragery, but the implication of the same theme and the infivation
of the part) is another aesthetic feature of the artisnite space it radiated, which is formed of many images
tic
conception.
This means that the literary works with
through the orderly combination.
far-reaching artistic meaning must have a certain genera3.1. The mutualism and the dialectical relationship
lization of the essence and regularity of things. When the
artist is engaged in the creation of the artistic conception,
As an important principle of the Chinese classical aeshe or she is subject to the role consciousness while
thetics, xu shi xiang sheng (the mutualism of blankness
carrying out the self-experience . Self-experience is a
and fullness/ false or true complement) summarizes the
kind of individual psychological activity, with the disimportant aesthetic characteristics of the Chinese classictinct personality; role consciousness is a social psychoal art. The relationship between xu and shi in literary
logical activity, with the significant common features.
and aesthetic studies is actually the relationship between
The commonness of the literary works broadens the
the artistic stages and the objective reality . In the
reader s vision, which makes the work become a kind of
artistic conception, xu is the purpose and the pursuit of
power, a power that can trigger the affection. And this
artistic creation, shi is the means of the expression and
power is caused by the commonness of the literary
the focus of the artistic expression. The aesthetic space of
works that allows everyone to feel their own experience.
xu shi xiang sheng is the essence of the artistic concepTherefore, the artistic conception must have the unity of
tion, shi is a concrete aesthetic space, and xu is an
34
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uniqueness and commonness , and it has the power to
beauty of the original poetry. Poetry is a special literary
trigger the touch or affection of recognizing the whole
genre. Translation must be combined with the cultural
through observation of the part .
background of the poetry to change the language. The
purpose is to ensure the accuracy of the translation and
3.3. The correspondence and the blending
maintain the original artistic conception. The translation
of imagery may result in the loss or improper expression
The artistic works with the artistic conception should also
due to the different methods adopted by different translabe natural and true (external appearance corresponds to
tors. Translators should have a deep understanding of the
inside). Requiring the natural reality of the literary works
original and target cultures, and increase their sensitivity
has always been the goal pursued by literati. Liking naand consciousness to cultural differences. Translators can
ture itself, being authentic,and not be felt by artificial
use the image retaining method and the image replacing
knives, these can be understood as the natural features of
method to convey the cultural information in specific
the artistic conception.
situations, so that translation can be the bridge to proThe artistic works with the natural and true artistic conmote the national ideological and cultural exchanges.
ception should have a natural and smooth expression, a
plain and light language with no inflexible decoration.
4.2. The rhythm
There should be no obvious difference between emoPoetry is a literary genre that combines the form and the
tion and scenery in the far-reaching works with the
content perfectly. The rhythm beauty is crucial to poeartistic conception, and the two are to be merged without
try.The so-called auditory form in the forms of poetry
any trace. Emotion gives scenery life as well as rich
and vivid connotation, so emotion makes scenery a
includes many aspects such as the end rhyme, alliteration,
symbol of life experience. On the other hand, if emoreiterative locution, cadenceand so on. The beauty of the
tion leaves scenery , emotion will lose its support,
auditory form is often expressed as the rhythm beautywe
and emotion will not have a strong vitality, and it can
often say.The rhythm of poetry is to express the artistic
only be a dry psychological feeling. Emotion can not
conception of poetry. Only when the tones are wellvividly display the poet s inner world, and then the poem
regulated and the rhyme is appropriate, the rhythm of the
lacks the power that can cause others to have the same
poetry will be harmonious. It may be considered to use
thoughts as well as feelings, and the poem loses its aesending rhyme, internal rhyme or alliteration to translate,
thetic values. In the artistic conception, the scenery is
so that the original poetry rich in rhyme can retain its
the direct carrier of emotion , and the emotion beartistic conception in the translated poems. The translacomes the soul of the scenery and is expressed through
tion must not only be faithful to the original text in form
the scenery , which determines that the artistic feature
and meaning, but also allow readers to enjoy the beauty
of the artistic conception is feeling and setting happily
and achieve the unity of the artistic conception.
blended .
4.3. The rhetoric

4. The Artistic Conception Reappearance in
the Chinese Poetry Translation

For the artistic conception of poetry, the exquisite use of
the rhetoric is also an important part of its beauty. And
the rhetoric is one of the most poetic forms of language.
It is an organic combination of the information function
and aesthetic function of the language. Poetry often uses
a large number of rhetoric to increase the expression of
language. Excellent poems are often used in a variety of
rhetorical methods. Different rhetorical methods complement each other, so that the theme of poetry is particularly distinctive, and the emotions are extraordinarily
moving. It can be said that the poetry is one of the most
widely used areas of the rhetoric. The use of rhetoric can
arouse readers rich associations and guide readers to
develop a deeper understanding of the poem. Rhetoric
makes the language of poetry vivid and beautiful. The
rhetoric is the sublimation of language art. It is necessary
to fully understand the rich and distinctive rhetoric and
style of the original poem under the guidance of the artistic conception, and to find the corresponding rhetoric in
the translated poem for reappearing the rhetoric beauty of
the original poem as well as reflecting the artistic concep-

Poetry shapes the images with language materials, expresses lyricism and language with the images of language, and conveys all the artistic information. A good
translation work should also convey the artistic conception that the original work may contain with corresponding words.
4.1. The imagery
The imagery is the materialization of the objective objects after the unique aesthetic creation of the subjects.
The imagery in the poetry is the voice of the poet. The
artistic conception is mainly expressed through the
choice of imagery and its arrangement. In poetry, its conciseness and objectivity are increased by the use of imagery, which also replaces the radical catharsis of poetry s subjective emotions, making the poet s subjective
feelings implicitly expressed through imagery. When
translating the Chinese poetry into English, the translator
should pay special attention to conveying the imagery
35
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cross-cultural communication, spread the good culture,
tion of the original poem. When there are differences
and express the artistic conception of poetry.
between English and Chinese languages and cultures, the
original rhetoric can be appropriately converted, such as
the conversion of metaphor and simile in Chinese and
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Abstract: Chinese translators have hitherto devised three strategies to render English metrical poetry into Chinese: Sinolisation, liberal
translation, and poetic form transplantation.Â Actually, the translation standards of the two groups can coexist, and the translation
methods under the guidance of these different translation standards can coexist. It is impractical and impossible to use one Chinese
translation method or standard to guide the Chinese translation practice, and the diverse Chinese translation methods of English
metrical poetry can coexist and complement each other in the foreseeable future. Keywords: English metrical poetry; Chinese
translation; translation method; complementarity. 1. Introduction. Download Citation | On Jan 1, 2018, Zhihai Chen and others published
The Missing Artistic Conception in Translating Chinese Classical Poems and Its Solutions | Find, read and cite all the research you need
on ResearchGate.Â In the translated Chinese Buddhist scriptures of the Medieval Period, suo æ‰€ and bian è¾¹ can be used in two
structures: â€œPREP + NP suo/bian + VPâ€ or â€œVP + PREP + NP suo/bianâ€. When the NP is a noun that primarily refers to a
personâ€™s identity or a pronoun, suo and bian have been grammaticalized into postpositions that refer to object argument from the
localizer word and have gained case marker ...Â The problem is already there for Chinese scholars themselves: It is the translation of
words or concepts from a traditional ... Study these five poems from five of the most notable poets of the Tang and Song dynasties. See
English translations with pinyin and character breakdowns.Â Although this poetic language is not used in spoken and written Chinese in
the modern day, poetry from Chinaâ€™s ancient times is still loved and enjoyed by many today. Interestingly, unlike in the west, in
Chinese culture, the genre of a poem is dictated by the content matter instead of its form. These five influential poets wrote throughout
the Song and Tang Dynasties and produced a number of poems spanning several different genres: ç™½å±…æ˜“ (bÃ¡i jÅ« yÃ¬) Bai
Juyi (772-846). Bai Juyi was a poet during the Tang Dynasty and started composing poetry at the age of 5 years old. A Case Study on
Translation of Artistic Conception in Classical Chinese Poetry. Qingjun MA. * Tianjin Maritime College, Tianjin, China.Â Reception
Aesthetics produces in guiding different translators to reproduce the artistic conception of the original poem, Wang Weiâ€™s farewell.
KEYWORD: Reception Aesthetics; horizon of expectations; artistic conception; classical Chinese poems. (CCP); farewell. 1
INTRODUCTION. Different from the modern literary works, Classical Chinese poems are very concise, which require translators to build
a bridge between two different languages, cultures and readers. There are so many beauties in CCP, of which the author thinks the
beauty in artistic conception is the most important one. Poundâ€™s creative translation of Chinese classical poetry has been a hot topic
that has caused increasing attention. His translation has been criticized by some scholars for his deviations from the original, but
canonized in American literature in the mid-20th century and become classic works of American poetry. Whether through merit or
controversy, Pound has stayed in the history of American modern poetry.Â The challenge for the translation of a poem lies in the fact
that it is, on the one hand, loaded with subtle artistic conceptions and whimsical expressions, and on the other hand, the poetic forms,
such as rhymes, rhythms and cadences and have to be weighed and considered again and again, otherwise it is not a poem [8, P. 100].

